normalized distance, when the EM beam is propagating in the self-trapping mode and when oce/lo > 2. In this case, the electron-plasma wave and the generated ion-acoustic wave defocus with the distance of propagation (Fig. 7; (7) and (22)). The initial oscillations in the power are due to the mismatch factor (sin and cos terms in the expression for power). In this case, the power has higher value at the lower value of the static magnetic field.
I. INTRODUCTION PLASMA HEATING in tokamaks by means of fast Alfven waves in the Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF) has achieved notable experimental successes [1] - [31 which are understood in terms of theory [4] - [8] . As a result, ICRF plasma heating has become the preferred option for heating first-generation tokamak reactors to ignition [9] , [10] .
In all the experiments to date, the couplers (i.e., the antennas) which radiate the fast Alfven waves into the plasma have been induction loops located within the vacuum vessel. In addition, the coupling loops in the PLT tokamak are covered with a ceramic insulator [ 1 1 ] . Such antennas are unsatisfactory for use in a fusion reactor, where engineering considerations require a modular, easily replaced antenna. The potential radiation damage to insulators from fusion neutrons calls for an all-metal coupler design. Furthermore, a high-power flux (-10 kW/cm2) is desirable in a reactor to reduce the fraction of the wall area devoted to heating.
But a reactor coupler design must be proved on research devices such as the "Big-Dee" Doublet III [12] , JET [10] , and TFTR [131 tokamaks. These tokamaks have magnetic-field strengths that are the same as (or smaller than) the fields envisioned for a reactor. Since most reactor ICRF heating schemes utilize second-harmonic heating, the impressed frequencies are similar in reactor and research tokamaks, while the actual size of a research tokamak is roughly a factor of 2 smaller than that of a fusion reactor. The design of resonant cavities must be able to accomodate the smaller research tokamaks with no change in their basic configurations.
This paper reports the electrical properties of a new resonantcavity ICRF coupler based on the principles of small-gap cavities used in microwave tubes. The design takes advantage of the large port size that will be available on the next generation of research tokamaks. The coupler introduces power through 0093-3813/84/0600-0161$01.00 © 1984 IEEE 161 a large area Faraday screen coincident with the vacuum vessel wall. Impressive power capabilities result.
Our calculation is based on dimensions appropriate to the "Big-Dee" Doublet III tokamak and can be readily repeated for TFTR or reactor installations. The motivation for the design is fourfold. 1) It is an all-metal modular design, utilizing a large area Faraday screen, and does not protrude beyond the vacuum vessel wall.
2) The RF magnetic-field orientation is similar to coil coupler and effectively radiates fast Alfven waves.
3) The strong electric fields associated with the reactive energy are contained entirely within the cavity, and oriented perpendicular to the main toroidal field, thereby benefitting from magnetic insulation. 4) The vacuum interfaces are located in a pair of 4042 rectangular coaxial transmission lines which are matched to the cavity and carry only forward power. Features 3) and 4) provide the excellent power-handling capability. A single resonant cavity coupler should be able to introduce 20 MW of ICRF power into Doublet III, with electrical fields significantly below measured breakdown levels. This corresponds to a power density of 10 kW/cm2-a density entirely adequate for reactor applications. With its all-metal construction, the Doublet-III cavity coupler will serve as a demonstration of a reactor ICRF coupler.
In Section II, the propagation of the fast Alfven wave in the periphery of the plasma is discussed and calculated. This calculation provides the basis for computing the radiation resistance of the coupler. Section >opi AM-n(x) 3 and is regarded as a function of x. The Fourier transforms are defined by E(x, k, kll)e wit dz dy e-i(kY+kxz +wt)E( z) (4) and the angular frequency will be taken to be X c 2Q as is appropriate for the second harmonic heating favored by reactor applications studies [9] , [ 10] .
In the periphery of the main plasma (but still inside the limiter), the these results show that, in the vicinity of the plasma surface, the ratio of electric to magnetic fields is much smaller than the ratio for a purely evanescent field which would result in the absence of a plasma. Therefore, the plasma surface acts as a good conductor and forces the wave magnetic field to be tangent to it, in analogy to the wall of a metallic resonant cavity. As in the case of a metallic cavity, the Poynting flux into the plasma surface is proportional to the real part of a surface impedance. The reactive contribution to the surface impedance can be expressed as a small change in the position of the surface and is already included in the refined expression for the plasma surface mentioned above.
The definition of the scale distance xo is most straightforward if we set k = kli = 0. Equations (1) and (2) (8)
The appropriate solution to (8) corresponds to waves propagating away from the antenna and is The mathematical analysis of the low-density region involves three steps. First, in the region of the interface between the high-and low-density regions, the low-density solution takes the form of Bessel functions which must be matched to the Airy function solution of the high-density region at the interface. Second, the form of the low-density equation (21) with a purely evanescent dependence which would be the appropriate solution in the absence of a plasma. Because the normal component of the RF magnetic field H, is proportional to Ey, we conclude that the plasma surface acts much like the wall of a metallic resonant cavity in that it forces the applied RF magnetic field to be almost tangential to it. The Poynting flux P into the plasma can be evaluated viaP = ZpHz.
In principle, both the value of the surface impedance and the location of the plasma surface (which is defined as the extrapolated position where Ey and Hz are in phase) depend on 13 and q. The results of our mathematical development, given in (52) and (55), show that the variation in Zp is negligible when 3 << 1, and that the location of the plasma surface changes by an amount of order xo. Because the distance x0 is typically a small fraction of the distance d1 to the currents in the coupler (see Fig. 3 The coefficients A and B are determined by the requirement of continuity of E and aElau with the solution to (9) at u = 0 (v = 1). This yields the equations AJO(2) + BYo(2) = Bi(-1) + iAi(-1) to calculate the energy flux into the plasma, given the tangential magnetic field at the plasma surface. Let us note that vz depends on xo, which is the scale length for exponential decay of the density in the region where the plasma density is close to the value ni (cf., (1 1)). We should emphasize that the results for the real part of the surface impedance are independent of the nondimensional wavenumbers q and : when ly << 1. Even when ,By is not particularly small, the power spectrum of the coupler is an even function : and the average value of the exponential factor in (55) remains close to unity. We should also stress that the real part of the surface impedance represents the radiation resistance associated with the radiation of fast Aflv6n waves into the body of the plasma; it does not represent dissipation in the immediate neighborhood of the surface as is the case with the metallic skin effect. A skin-effect method for computing the power radiated into the plasma requires a determination of the "plasma surface" where (to a first approximation) the tangential electric field vanishes. The power radiated into the plasma will depend on the location of this surface, because the closer it is to the coupler, the higher the value of Hz at the surface, and consequently, the higher the power radiated into the plasma (cf., (55)). Equation (52) defines the location of the plasma surfaces. This definition depends on the nondimensional wavenumbers and creates an uncertainty of the order of xo in the location of the plasma surface. This uncertainty is modest compared to the coil-plasma spacings d1 ; 10-15 cm envisioned (see Fig. 3 ). Consequently, defining the plasma surface as the point where n ;4 X 1012 cm-3 should not introduce significant uncertainties into the performance of the resonant-cavity coupler beyond that associated with the use of reasonable model plasma density profile. It is straightforward to redo these calculations for a strictly exponential density profile n = n exp (x/xo). Definition (14) and equations (51), (52) , and (55) remain valid, but the definition of the electron density n-changes to n = (5.2 X 1012 cm-3 ) ( cm) ( (58) The plasma surface is again defined as the point where n = 0.3n. The reason why our previous results remain valid rests on the observation that A/B -i (cf., (26) LC 2h2a \w/ Clearly, the cavity resonant frequency depends on the plasma boundary distance 6 through its effect on o. We have investigated the sensitivity through three models for 6, which are portrayed in Fig. 3 . The results of computations are reported in Fig. 4 shows the parallel and poloidal power spectrum of the Doublet III coupler. Most of the power spectrum does lie at small values of q and 1B. This will be even more true for reactor couplers which will be larger than the Doublet III coupler. The value of the surface impedance was shown in Section II (by comparing (28) with (53)) to be sufficiently low to force the RF magnetic field to be almost tangential to the plasma surface. This permits the power radiated into the plasma to be computed via the usual skin-effect procedures. One should note, however, that the numerical value of the plasma surface impedance, roughly 50 Q, is far higher than the surface impedance of common metals, e.g., 2.5 X 10-3 2 for aluminum at 60 MHz. There are two consequences. First, the cavity Q will be much lower than is typical of metallic cavities. Second, the power radiated into fast Alfven waves will greatly exceed dissipative heating in the cavity walls.
Let us return to the skin-effect calculation of the power Fig. 2(c) .
The results are almost independent of cavity-plasma separation 6 . The dashed curve is the q-spectrum and the solid curve is the 3-spectrum.
radiated by the cavity. The procedure is as follows. First, the plasma surface can be regarded as a good conductor from the point of view of calculating the cavity inductance. This step has already been taken in the calculations reported in Table I . Secondly, the power radiated by the cavity can be computed via 
The increase of Q with d1 results from the evanescent decoupling that occurs in the vacuum region between the Faraday In formulas (75) and (78), we have assumed second-harmonic heating, so that the frequency scales linearly with the magnetic field.
The loading of the cavity is quite sensitive to the plasmacavity separation. Moderate Q (10-30) cavities will permit us to match to transmission lines, while not requiring unacceptably large voltages. Table III shows that with a 10-cm-thick scrape-off plasma, the series resistance remains sufficiently high and the cavity Q moderate. This thick scrape-off plasma is quite desirable in a reactor to protect the coupler from heat overflow.
C. Matching to Transmission Lines
The resonant cavity is excited by magnetic loop coupling from a pair of 40-2 transmission lines. The transmission lines are of relatively low impedance to permit high-power capability at acceptable voltages. (81) Equations (79)- (81) We have assumed that magnetic insulation will be sufficiently effective so that the breakdown electric field across the toroidal field is significantly higher than the parallel breakdown field. The criteria are all significantly less than the measured values and thus should be conservative. Indeed, experience with all-metal ICRF antennas in the TFR tokamak has shown that 50 kV/cm across the toroidal field can be withstood even when the antenna is inside the vacuum vessel and immersed in the scrape-off plasma. Table V shows the voltages and electric fields which are associated with the Doublet III coupler operated at 20 MW. The electric fields are all at or below the criteria of Table IV. In particular, the electric fields in the transmission lines are below the criteria, so that a significant reflected power could be tolerated without inducing breakdown. A power of 20 MW corresponds to a power flux of 10 kW/cm2-a value that is very attractive for heating fusion plasmas. Table V is constructed for a Q = 10 cavity. For higher cavity Q's, the voltages will scale as Q0.
The keys to excellent power-handling capability are matching the transmission line to reduce voltages at the vacuum-gas *6 = 10 cm, Q = 10 assumed (see Table III ).
interface insulator, and orienting the strong electric fields in the capacitor orthogonal to the toroidal field.
IV. DISCUSSION ICRF antennas in the next generation of tokamaks will differ significantly from the induction loops used presently. They will be recessed behind the vacuum vessel wall, and the power will be transmitted through a large area Faraday screen. This work shows that these couplers will bring about an impressive improvement in performance-power fluxes of 10 kW/cm2 can be obtained without exceeding conservative electric-field criteria. The large area Faraday screen not only shields out coupling to surface electrostatic modes, but also prevents plasma particles and radiation from entering the resonant cavity. In addition, it permits toroidal currents to flow uninterrupted in the vacuum vessel wall, and thus does not degrade the passive stabilization properties of the vacuum vessel. The resonant-cavity is all metal and of a modular nature which can be simply bolted onto a rectangular port opening. The insulators associated with the vacuum-gas transition in the coaxial transmission could be located behind neutron shielding. Altogether, the resonant-cavity coupler is an attractive reactor prototype.
A key finding of this work is that gradual decay of density in the scrape-off plasmas, which we have modeled by an exponential profile, increases the plasma surface impedance by roughly a factor of three over previous results [16] (96) This expression can be easily obtained by evaluating (9) at v = 0, and using (7), (54), and (55). Comparison of (96) with (56) points out the increase in surface impedance associated with exponential profile. 171 The plasma surface impedance was determined by a model which used outgoing wave-boundary conditions. This is an accurate representation, provided not much wave energy is reflected back to the region of the antenna. Many secondharmonic heating calculations should have significant singlepass absorption for the fast Alfven wave, thereby justifying the outgoing wave-boundary conditions. For fast-wave current drive where the single-pass absorption is expected to be weak, the plasma surface impedance must be reexamined.
Our calculation has been based on rather simple models for inductances, capacitances, etc. The first step experimentally is to build a 3-size model and at three times the frequency, and to provide a high dielectric constant medium (e.g., water) into which the coupler can launch waves. The cavity-dielectric medium spacing could be varied. Thus a rather complete engineering verification of the resonant-cavity coupler could be obtained before the first full-scale tokamak tests. If the model coupler were placed in a region of high magnetic field, the benefits of magnetic insulation could also be verified.
At this stage, the resonant cavity ICRF coupler appears to possess many attractive properties. These properties must be proved by engineering tests and actual experience on tokamaks.
